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investigation of spatial structure of organic substances,
creation of new structures as well as the study and the
synthesis of rotaxan and nodulous molecules which don’t
have chemical ties and exist both in animate and in
animate world are main problems in modern chemistry.
Some of them are connected with investigations of
natural models (oil, living organism etc.) and others with
the creation of new models. The latter demands the
synthesis of streochemical structures according to the
known “project”, that’s to say “gathering” of new
molecules with any spatial structure. For example, as in
building firstly the calculation is carried out, then to draw
up a draft and at last to bring them together. From this
point view the synthesis polyhedrons reminding
geometrical figures are of great interest.
As long ago, in 1869 German scientist Albert
Zadenburg affirmed that molecules of Benzene have a
structure of prism. But then six-term monocyclic
structure with the length of sides in 1,42 A was accepted
for Benzene [3].
Later in 1964 Belgian scientists pointed out the
possibility of the synthesis of organic combination
preserving the structure of a prism and called it prism
according to Ladenburg s statements. The American
chemists Ayton and Cory synthesized the new substance Cuban, having the structure of a cube (Figure 1).

Abstract- The expression of substances and their
conversion by means of model conceptions on the level
of micro-sphere is the peculiarity of chemical thinking.
One obvious methods of such expression is a
demonstration of a series of properties of a molecule in
the form of its graphic image. These graphics are forms
which create plane and volumetric conceptions reminding
geometrical figures. Such forms promote the
representation of architectural models and designs having
a molecular structure with scientific elucidations.
Keywords: Molecular Structure, Cyclohexan, Spatial and
Chemical Thinking, Volumetric Conceptions.
I. INTRODUCTION
All perfect architectural edifices as all living forms of
the nature have their own law of creation of the form and
their structural form. Stone annals of all architectural
forms reflecting nowadays the whole scientific portrayal
of the epoch since the antiquity are obvious examples of
that the professions of an engineer and an architect were
created on the basis of the scientific of all scientific
spheres and are the places of blending of scientific
accomplishments as well [1].
As the human being is a part of the nature, the fruit of
his mind should reflect the universe, material reality. In
this case the result of intellectual work of the man finds
its material manifestation of creative thinking is the
repetition of the nature. But creative thinking also reveals
new peculiarities, qualities and all of it is natural
according to inner laws.
From this point of view the notion of chemical
structure should unite in itself the principle of
resemblance in various spheres and geometrical structure.
In this case geometrical structure creates the opportunity
of searching the unity in the sphere of architectural
creation and stereochemical structure [2].
We come across term “stereo-chemistry” in the
special section of chemistry, the term “stereometre” in a
special section of geometry. The word “stereo” in the
structure of both words shows their likeness and indicates
the volumetric object in the space.
Modern stereo chemical synthesis is developing in a
very complicated and original way. Of course, the

Figure 1. Prism and cubic structures

It should be noted that at present, the chemists
continue synthesizing more original models and
molecules from the point of view of stereochemical
architecture. Adamantine, twisting, congressing, cubing,
prism, aster, furler and other polyhendrons are the result
of the last achievements in the sphere stereochemical
synthesis. They are hydro-carbonic compounds which
have the volumetric polyhedric structure reminding
geometrical figures [4].
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conformations; they are called “chair” , “boat” , “twist”
and indicated by corresponding graphic pictures.

II. CYCLOHEXAN
The resemblance between adamantine and uncut
diamond is in the molecule of the first one. It makes up a
fragment of the cell of the diamond. In its spatial
structure there is observed “the chair” of conformation of
three molecules of a cyclohexan. As is obvious from the
name molecule of cyclohexan is made up of circular
compound of single tie of six carbons and according
graphic appearance has structure of a hexagon.
As in “the chair” of conformation the molecule of
cyclohexan each carbon atom is connected with others at
an angle of 1090 28, all carbon atoms are placed not on
the same surface, but on two parallel surfaces. In this case
the angle between ties is not tight. As a result there is
made up a net of carbons like a rostrum.

Figure 4. Combination of cyclohexan molecule with “boat” conformation

It should be noted that six-carbon molecule of
cyclohexan reminds the graphic picture of a boat in
profile and “a boat” conformation makes it possible to
create humorous designs in molecular ornaments. On the
basis of such graphic pictures it is possible to create
stable to earthquakes, as well as constructively perfect
brick decor. Portrayals of bricks of various purposes with
“boat” conformation are indicated in the picture stated
below [7].

Figure 2. The cyclohexan molecule conformation

It should be noted that this conformation is not the
only form. So for example as result of partial conversion
of carbon atoms the other conformation is made up in the
space. In the science it is called as “boat”, “twist” etc.
Figure 5. Brick decor of cyclohexan molecule with “boat” conformation

As it is seen from combinations of forms with “boat”
conformation it is possible to create a new group of
ornaments not having any analogues.
Figure 3. The cyclohexan molecule with “twist” conformation

Here it is necessary to point out the general process of
penetration of mathematical methods into other spheres
of knowledge, interrelation of mathematics, exactly
descriptive geometry with other sciences that is the
sphere of stereochemistry. This process of penetration is
manifested in various forms. Descriptive geometry in
simple speech in understood as spatial geometry, and
stereochemistry as spatial chemistry [5].
Descriptive geometry from the point of view of its
strict logical structure of theories can penetrate into other
sciences as a specimen for them. One of methods of
interrelation of descriptive geometry with other sciences
is that it gives various spheres of science a ready
mathematical apparatus for solving their precise tasks.
And this apparatus can have structure from threemeasured till multi-measured spatial construction
depending [6].
For comprehension and investigation of spatial forms
of material world, each who is engaged in these questions
must have spatial thinking. On the whole, the principle of
structuring the form, demanding the independence of
thinking of the people according to its content promotes
the development of logical and spatial thinking. Besides,
the task of construction develops the researcher’s design
abilities and graphic conceptions. It is know that the
molecule of cyclohexancan exist in several stable

Figure 6. The cyclohexan molecule ornaments with no any analogues

When four bricks of square form combining in one
point creates four-cell square molecular ornaments, in
case with bricks with “boat” conformation, 3 or 6
elements can be united in one point. Such a combination
corresponds to the form of cyclohexan compound by the
way of 11 kinds of the packet (63).
Such brick decors can be rather acceptable in the
erection of buildings with more original designs and
humorous molecular ornaments, as well as in the creation
of blocks stable to earthquakes. Besides the configuration
of cyclohexan molecule with “boat” motif provides more
firm combination of brick blocks between them.

Figure 7. The blocks stable to earthquakes with a motif of “boat”
conformation of cyclohexan molecule
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III. OR
RNAMENTS
Our obseervations show
w that in all monuments
m
creeated
by Ajami Nakhchivanii, there preevail geomettrical
ornaments. Ajami
A
has allso risen to the highest level
geometrical ornaments as art motifs onn Kufi tombsttones
and other sphheres.
These tombstones richh in ornamenntal elementss and
merging withh each other can
c be called more compliccated
and refined molecular orrnaments. Soo as to provee our
thought it is possible to sttudy the struccture of ornam
ments
on the surfacce of the tom
mb Kharragan from the poiint of
view of moleecular ornameent [8].

Fiigure 10. Perspecctive constructionn of ornament frag
gments on the
surfaace of the tomb Y
Yusif Ibn Kuseyir

Figurre 11. The construuction of the persspective of geomeetrical making upp
of ornament off Figure 10

IV. CONCLU
USIONS
All
A fragmentss of instructioons in the dirrection of thee
sides of hexagon are equal. The diameter off the thicknesss
is saame with a tyype and framee. As the hum
man being is a
part of the naturee, the fruit of hhis mind shou
uld reflect thee
univ
verse, materiaal reality. In tthis case the result of thee
hum
man’s intellectual work fiinds its refleection in thee
natu
ure. The prinnciple that m
material man
nifestation off
creaative thinking is the repetittion of the naature becomess
paraamount. But creative thiinking also reveals new
w
pecu
uliarities, quallities and all oof it is naturall according too
inneer laws.
From
F
this pooint of view
w the notion of chemicall
struccture uniting in itself the pprinciple of reesemblance inn
vario
ous spheres and geomettrical structu
ure makes itt
posssible to searrch certain unity in the sphere off
arch
hitectural creattion and stereoochemistry.

Figure 8. The frragment from geoometrical discoverry on the surface of the
tombsttone Kharrgan

As it is seen
s
these orrnaments are created of naatural
combination of the hexaggon drawn insside the circlee and
consists of the
t combinatiion of separaate particles stated
s
below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Ornaments creeated by cyclohexxan molecules
(a). Graphical structuure of cyclohexann molecule
(b). “boat” conformattion of cyclohexaan molecule
(c). Cube-graphical structure of cubicc molecule
C
of thhe six cyclohexann molecules
(d). Combination
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It should be noted thaat the investiggation of ornaament
fragments onn the surface of the tomb Yusif Ibn Kuuseyr
presented inn Figure 100 arouses great
g
interesst of
specialists. For
F example, lineal perspeective structurre of
one of ornam
ment fragmennts on the surfface of monuument
and perspecttive constructtion of the heexagon makinng up
this ornamennt [9].
The archiitect used such a divisionn of patterns very
skillfully whhen writing the word “Ali” which is repeeated
for 6 times above thee entrance of the courrt of
ws of
Shirvanshahss Palace. Thhe master ussing the law
symmetry att the same time
t
complettely providedd the
parallelism of
o sides of geometrical
g
o
ornament
withh the
sides of the hexagon
h
surroounding it.
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